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RISE AND FALL OF VOWEL LENGTH IN SLAVIC

My observation that Mate Kapović’s ideas about Slavic accentuation lack a 
chronological perspective has evoked a furious reaction (Kortlandt 2016b: 
478f., Kapović 2017). Since his account can easily leave a false impression 
on an uninitiated reader, I will here try to clarify the major issues in the sim-
plest way possible. I will limit myself to the five topics that Kapović appa-
rently found most difficult to appreciate: pretonic vowel length, the genitive 
plural, monosyllabic lengthening, length in medial syllables, and length in 
Czech monosyllables. The numbers of the stages mentioned below refer to 
the detailed relative chronology of Slavic phonological developments that I 
have proposed elsewhere (Kortlandt 1989, 2011: 157‑176, 277‑309).

1. The oldest type of long vowel in Balto‑Slavic are Proto‑Indo‑Europe-
an lengthened grade vowels, e.g. Lith. duktė ̃‘daughter’, akmuõ ‘stone’, Greek 
θυγάτηρ, ἄκμων, S/Cr. žȅrāv ‘crane’, sigmatic aorist 1st sg. dònijeh ‘brought’, 
ùmrijeh ‘died’, root nouns Lith. gėlà ‘pain’, žolė ̃‘grass’, mėsà ‘meat’, all (4), 
S/Cr. rȉječ ‘word’, čȃr ‘magic’, sȃm ‘alone’, Czech čár, čára, sám (b). In prin-
ciple, these long vowels were never shortened (cf. Kortlandt 1985, Vermeer 
1992). The second oldest type of long vowel in Balto‑Slavic developed from 
the loss of a laryngeal between two full vowels (*e, *o), e.g. Lith. gen.sg. algõs 
‘salary’ < *‑ās < *‑aHes, Greek ἀλφῆς. This was a dialectal Indo‑European de-
velopment which Balto‑Slavic shared with Indo‑Iranian, but not with Greek, 
where the circumflex points to a disyllabic sequence at an earlier stage of the 
language. Other long vowels originated in the separate branches of Balto‑Sla-
vic. At that time, the remaining laryngeals had merged into a glottal stop, e.g. 
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Lith. algà (4) < *‑aʔ, galvà (3) ‘head’ < *golʔwaʔ < *golHuaH, and the Proto‑
Indo‑European glottalic consonants had dissolved into a laryngeal and a buccal 
part (Winter’s law, stage 4.3 of my chronology), e.g. Latvian pȩ̂ds < *peʔdom 
‘footstep’, nuôgs < *noʔgwos ‘naked’.

In Slavic, glottalization was lost in pretonic and post‑posttonic syllables 
with compensatory lengthening of an adjacent vowel (stage 5.3), e.g. *golwàʔ 
< *golʔwàʔ ‘head’, *pīlàʔ < *pʔilàʔ ‘(she) drank’, inst.sg. *sūnumì < *suʔnumì 
‘son’, *òpsnowā < *òpsnowaʔ ‘base’, inst.pl. *gènaʔmīṣ < *gènaʔmiʔṣ ‘wo-
men’. The long vowel in the final syllable of the latter words is reflected by the 
neo‑circumflex tone of Slovene osnǫ̑va < *osnòwā, ženȃmi < *ženàmī, whe-
re the middle syllable received the stress as a result of Dybo’s law. Glottaliza-
tion was eliminated by analogy in barytone forms of mobile accent paradigms 
(Meillet’s law, stage 5.4), e.g. S/Cr. sȋn ‘son’, acc.sg. glȃvu, neuter pȋlo, cf. Lith. 
gálvą, sū́nų. Glottalization was preserved in stressed and first posttonic sylla-
bles up to a later stage.

New long vowels originated from the monophthongization of diphthongs: 
*ē < *ai, *ẹ̄ < *ei, *ō < *au (stage 6.5). The rise of nasal vowels *iN, *eN, 
*aN, *oN, *uN can be dated around the same time. The same holds for the rise 
of glottalized vowels ỉ, ẹ̓, ẻ, ả, ỏ, ủ, which had the timbre of the corresponding 
long vowels, as in the case of the Latvian broken tone in î, iê, ê, â, uô, û. At a 
later stage (7.8), the rounded vowels *u, *ū, *uN and their glottalized counter-
parts were delabialized to *y, *ȳ, *yN, after palatalized consonants *i, *ī, *iN, 
and the long mid vowels *ẹ̄ and *ō were subsequently raised to *ī and *ū (sta-
ge 7.9). This resulted in the following vowel system (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 106):

ī ȳ ū eN oN i y
ē ā aN e a

Here the long vowels and the nasal vowels could be either glottalized (acu-
te) or not. In initial syllables, the non‑acute vowels could be either falling (cir-
cumflex) or not.

At this stage (7.13), the loss of glottalization in posttonic syllables gave rise 
to a series of new short vowels i, ě, a, u, y which were opposed to the older short 
vowels ь, e, o, ъ by timbre and vowel height. The result is the following vowel 
system (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 107):

i y u
e ь ъ o eN oN

ě a aN
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In stressed syllables, the acute vowels were now half‑long while the non‑
acute vowels could be either long or short. In pretonic syllables, long vowels 
were shortened and the opposition between long and short vowels was replaced 
by the new timbre distinctions. In posttonic syllables, vowel length remained 
distinctive but final nasal vowels were shortened, e.g. S/Cr. nom.acc.pl. glȃve 
with a short ending versus gen.sg. glávē < *‑ę́ ‘head’, Slovene gen.sg. kráve (a) 
‘cow’ without neo‑circumflex versus gorę́ (c) ‘mountain’ with a long vowel, 
similarly Susak (Croatian) gen.sg. sestrè (b) ‘sister’ versus vodiè (c) ‘water’. 
There is no trace of glottalization in final nasal vowels. The mid vowels e, ь, ъ, 
o were always short, but that was to change very soon when new long vowels 
originated from Van Wijk’s law (stage 7.15), contractions in posttonic syllables 
(stage 8.1), the retraction of the stress from final jers (stage 8.2), and lengthe-
ning in monosyllables (stage 8.8).

In pretonic syllables, vowel length became distinctive when Dybo’s law shi-
fted the accent from non‑acute vowels to the following syllable (stage 8.7), e.g. 
*nāròdъ ‘people’, *ōNtròbā ‘entrails’, Slovene národ, vǫ́troba. Short falling 
vowels in monosyllables were lengthened (stage 8.8), e.g. S/Cr. bȏg ‘god’, kȏst 
‘bone’, dȃn ‘day’. The final loss of glottalization in stressed syllables gave 
rise to new short rising vowels (stage 9.2), e.g. Slovene dìm ‘smoke’, góra < 
*gorà ‘mountain’. The retraction of the stress from long falling vowels in fi-
nal syllables (Stang’s law, stage 9.3) yielded new long rising vowels. These de-
velopments were followed by lengthening of short rising vowels and shorte-
ning of long falling vowels under certain conditions and by the rise of new long 
falling vowels in Slovene.

Summarizing, we can say that in pretonic syllables long vowels originated 
from Dybo’s law while in stressed and posttonic syllables long vowels conti-
nue Proto‑Indo‑European lengthened grade vowels and dialectal Indo‑Europe-
an contractions and arose from the Slavic monophthongization of diphthongs. 
After the rise of the new timbre distinctions, new long vowels resulted from 
Van Wijk’s law and contractions in posttonic syllables, in accent paradigm (c) 
from the retraction of the stress from final jers and from lengthening in mo-
nosyllables, and in accent paradigm (b) from Stang’s law.

2. Thus, pretonic long vowels were shortened when the new timbre distinc-
tions arose (7.13), e.g. S/Cr. màlina ‘raspberry’, jèzik ‘tongue’, svjèdok ‘wit-
ness’, dùžnīk ‘debtor’, mùškī ‘man’s’. New pretonic long vowels originated 
as a result of Dybo’s law (8.7), e.g. S/Cr. zábava ‘fun, party’, Slovene zabȃva, 
Czech zábava and similarly národ ‘people’, zákon ‘law’. The latter were ne-
ver shortened in Proto‑Slavic. In Serbian and Croatian, pretonic length was re-
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stored in disyllabic word forms of accent pattern (c), e.g. nom.sg. rúka ‘hand’ 
on the analogy of acc.sg. rȗku, nom.acc.pl. rȗke, but not in polysyllabic word 
forms such as obl.pl. rùkama, similarly Čakavian (Hvar) rūkȁ, rȗku, dat.loc.
sg. rūcȉ, but gen.sg. ruké, inst.sg. rukón, pl. rȗke, rúk, rukȉma, cf. Czech ruka 
with a short vowel throughout the paradigm. The accent pattern remained dis-
tinct from that of S/Cr. trúba ‘trumpet’ (b), which has a long vowel throughout, 
like Czech trouba.

Kapović objects to the analogical restoration of length in S/Cr. rúka that the 
“supposed original **rùka < **rŭkȁ (or analogical **rȕku) is nowhere to be fo-
und in Štokavian /Čakavian /Kajkavian” (2017: 385). This is a typical exam-
ple of his lack of chronological perspective. Of course, the restoration of vowel 
length took place between Dybo’s law (stage 8.7), which reintroduced preto-
nic long vowels, and the shortening of long falling vowels (stage 9.4), which 
did not affect monosyllables and disyllabic word forms in Croatian. Similarly, 
vowel length was restored in Slovene dúša ‘soul’, zvéẓda ‘star’, céṇa ‘price’, 
stéṇa ‘wall’ (not “stone”, thus Kapović 2017: 384) before the lengthening of the 
shortened acute (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 55‑57). Kapović disregards the difference 
between accent paradigm (b), where pretonic long vowels arose from Dybo’s 
law and did not alternate with short vowels, and accent paradigm (c), where 
pretonic long vowels had been shortened and alternated with long vowels in 
stressed and posttonic syllables.

The length of Czech třásti ‘to shake’ was taken from the l‑participle třásl, 
where it had arisen from the retraction of the stress from the final jer (stage 8.2). 
The retraction of the stress in Czech klíti ‘to swear’ and mříti ‘to die’ was much 
earlier (stage 4.4), as it was in S/Cr. vȉti ‘to twist’, grȉsti ‘to bite’, sjȅći ‘to cut’ 
(cf. Kortlandt 2011: 160‑162, 314, 344f.). The short vowel in the Czech l‑par-
ticiples klel and mřel is the phonetic reflex of the Proto‑Slavic falling tone (sta-
ge 9.4). Kapović’s lack of understanding (2017: 384) is a consequence of his 
lack of chronological perspective. The restoration of pretonic length in Čakavi-
an 2nd sg. trēsȅš and 3rd sg. trēsȅ but not in 1st pl. tresemȍ and 2nd pl. tresetȅ 
(Kapović 2017: 387) is a consequence of the fact that pretonic length was limi-
ted to the first pretonic syllable.

Kapović’s view that S/Cr. dȅvet, dȅset beside dȅvēt ‘nine’, dȅsēt ‘ten’ are 
allegro forms (2017: fn. 11) may be correct, and the same holds for Czech 
devět, deset and Slovak deväť, desať. The oblique forms Czech devíti, desíti 
and Slovak deviati, desiati continue the barytone case forms, not the gen.sg. 
form (thus Kapović 2017: 385), which is attested in OCS desęte. Kapović’s 
view that posttonic length is always shortened in accent paradigm (c) in West 
Slavic (2017: fn. 10) is quite unacceptable because posttonic long vowels were 
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consistently preserved in accent paradigm (a), where they did not alternate with 
short vowels. Note that the sigmatic nom.sg. ending was stressed in mobile 
accent paradigms. Many words that originally belonged to accent pattern (a) 
adopted mobile stress at an early stage (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 342f.). Here aga-
in, Kapović’s view is based on a lack of chronological perspective. The rise of 
accentual mobility in Russian lebed’ ‘swan’< *lo‑ < *ol‑ and Czech labuť with 
la‑, not lo‑, can be dated after the rise of secondary mobility in words like S/Cr. 
zȗb ‘tooth’ (stage 6.9) and after the rise of distinctive tone (stage 6.10) but befo-
re the early metathesis of liquids (stage 7.12) and before the shortening of long 
vowels in pretonic syllables (stage 7.13).

3. The short root vowel in the Old Polish infinitives sędzić ‘to judge’, 
przystępić ‘to approach’, żędać ‘to demand’ (Kapović 2017: 387) offers a serio-
us problem for the theory that these verbs belong to accent paradigm (b). The-
re are other verbs with an infinitive that belongs to a different accent class than 
the present and the l‑participle, e.g. S/Cr. vȉti ‘to twist’, which has an acute in-
finitive (a) but a mobile present and l‑participle (c), also sjȅći ‘to cut’, which 
has an acute infinitive and l‑participle (a) but a mobile present (c), and pèći ‘to 
bake’, which has an end‑stressed infinitive and l‑participle (b) but a mobile pre-
sent (c), and lèći ‘to lie down’, which has an acute present (a) but an end‑stre-
ssed infinitive and l‑participle (b). These aberrant patterns go back to Balto‑Sla-
vic times. The same holds for the difference between Polish sędzia ‘judge’ < 
*sǫdìʔ, which continues the Proto‑Indo‑European hysterodynamic flexion (cf. 
Kortlandt 2016a: 79), and sąd ‘law court’ < *sǫ́dъ. If sędzić is a denominative 
of *sǫdìʔ, not of *sǫ́dъ, the expected reflex is the infinitive *sǫdìti < *‑iì‑ and 
the present *sǫ́di‑ < *sǫdȋ‑ < *‑iȋ‑ after contraction and Stang’s law.

In the case of przystępić, the short root vowel is the expected reflex in com-
pound verbs where Dybo’s law shifted the stress from the prefix to the root, e.g. 
Čakavian (Kukljica) ugȁsin beside gasȋn ‘turn off’, with restoration of the long 
root vowel in prebȗdin beside budȋn ‘wake up’. It is probable that in compound 
verbs prefixal stress was original and was later replaced by the accentuation of 
the simplex. Other verbs show an apophonic alternation between infinitive and 
present stem that betrays an accentual difference at an early stage, e.g. OCS 
pьsati, piše‑ ‘write’, dъxati, duše‑ ‘breathe’ (replaced by dyxati, dyše‑), which 
cannot represent a single accentual paradigm. It is therefore probable that Old 
Polish żędać never had initial stress, and the same may hold for the Slovincian 
verbs listed by Stang (1957: 42).1

1   Contrary to Kapović’s claim (2017: 388), the different stem formations cannot be explai-
ned by a difference between dominant and recessive suffixes in the infinitive and the l‑participle. 
Here again, his lack of chronological perspective manifests itself.
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4. Kapović still adheres to the outdated view that the Proto‑Indo‑European 
gen.pl. ending was *‑ōm, for which there is no evidence (cf. Kortlandt 1978b 
and 2014). Retraction of the stress from final jers yielded a long vowel in mobi-
le accent paradigms (stage 8.2), e.g. Slovene gen.pl. gọ́r < *gorъ̀ ‘mountains’, 
o ̣́ vǝc < *owьcь̀ ‘sheep’ (Ramovš 1921: 234), Polish rąk < *rǫkъ̀ ‘hands’. The 
short vowel in Slovene nom.sg. kònj ‘horse’ shows that the accent was never re-
tracted in this form and that the retraction of the stress in mobile paradigms pre-
ceded Dybo’s law (stage 8.7). It follows that the length in gen.pl. kọ́nj is ana-
logical after the mobile type. The original short root vowel in the gen.pl. forms 
has been preserved in Polish pęt ‘fetters’, błot ‘swamps’, Czech krav ‘cows’, 
děl ‘works’, Slovincian làt ‘years’, jàgnjąt ‘lambs’, cìeląt ‘calves’, as opposed 
to the long vowel in mjóun of ìmją ‘name’, votročóut of vùotročą ‘child’ (I use 
a simplified variant of Lorentz’s 1903 transcription), Ukrainian kolód ‘logs’ 
< *kolòdъ < *kỏldъ as opposed to boríd ‘beards’ < *boródъ < *bordъ̀. The 
long vowel in the gen.pl. forms was generalized in South Slavic (cf. Kortlandt 
1978b: 285). The S/Cr. ending ‑ā does not continue an original long jer but was 
introduced on the analogy of the loc.pl. ending of the i‑ and u‑stems (cf. Steva-
nović 1933: 67,2 with reference to Belić, and Kortlandt 1978b: 286).

5. According to Kapović (2017: 391), there is “no point in reconstructing 
**bȏgъ instead of *bȍgъ” and “this imaginary **bȏgъ would have yielded the 
same reflex as *bȍgъ everywhere”. This is again an instance of his lack of chro-
nological perspective. When Dybo’s law shifted the stress to the following sylla-
ble (stage 8.7) yielding long falling vowels in opposition to short and long rising 
vowels in non‑initial syllables, the tonal opposition on short vowels became limi-
ted to monosyllables, e.g. *bȍgъ versus *kònjь. This anomalous distribution was 
resolved by lengthening short falling vowels in monosyllables (stage 8.8), resulting 
in the same opposition between short and long rising versus long falling vowels 
that existed in non‑initial syllables, e.g. Slovene bȏg, kònj, gen.pl. gọ́r. The loss of 
glottalization in acute syllables (stage 9.2) yielded new short rising vowels in all 
positions, after which long falling vowels in non‑initial syllables were eliminated 
by Stang’s law (stage 9.3) and the remaining long falling vowels were shortened in 
West and East Slavic (stage 9.4). The length in S/Cr. gȍspōd ‘lord’, kȍkōt ‘rooster’, 
kȍkōš ‘hen’, mlȁdōst ‘youth’, bȍlēst ‘illness’, gȍvōr ‘speech’, kȍrēn ‘root’, plȁmēn 
‘flame’, jȁblān ‘poplar’ beside gȍspod, kȍkot, kȍkoš, mlȁdost, bȍlest, gȍvor, kȍren, 
plȁmen, jȁblan is a more recent development of analogical origin that did not reach 
all S/Cr. dialects and has nothing to do with the lengthening in bȏg.

2   Pretpostavka Rešetarova, da je ovaj nastavak vokalizovan stari nastavak genitiva množi-
ne, neosnovana je, jer je apsolutno nemoguće da se poluglasnik sačuva u poziciji u kojoj se, kao 
nekadašnji nastavak gen. množ., nalazio.”
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6. Long falling vowels in medial syllables that arose from Dybo’s law and 
did not lose the stress in accordance with Stang’s law were shortened, e.g. S/
Cr. zdrȁvī ‘healthy’ < *sъdrȃwȳ < *sъ̀drāwȳ, pòvratak ‘return’ < *powrȃtъkъ 
< *pòwrātъkъ, záslužan ‘deserving’ < *zāslȗžьnъ < *záslūžьnъ, zgrȁda ‘buil-
ding’ < *sъgrȃdā < *sъ̀grādā, Slovene zgrȃda (with neo‑circumflex). Kapo-
vić reconstructs “simple *sъdőrvъjь, *povőrtъkъ, *zaslűžьnъ, *sъgőrda (with 
the generalized, non‑etymological old acute typical in prefixed derivatives and 
compounds)” (2017: 394f.) without explaining the origin of the “non‑etymolo-
gical old acute”, which simply means a shortened long vowel. Thus, his acco-
unt is equivalent to mine except for the fact that he lacks the chronological per-
spective and does not explain the Slovene neo‑circumflex. He reconstructs Slo-
vak pýta < *pȳtȃ < *pyta̋je without explaining the long vowel and the differen-
ce between Čakavian pĩtā ‘asks’ and kopȃ ‘digs’, Bulgarian píta versus kopáe, 
Old Polish kopaje. The difference is explained by the early contractions in po-
sttonic syllables (stage 8.1), e.g. *pȳtȃ < *pýtā < *pýtaje, as opposed to origi-
nal *kopa̋je. He objects to my formulation of Stang’s law that the accent sho-
uld not have been retracted in the 1st and 2nd pl. forms (2017: fn. 31). In fact, 
the expected accentuation is found in Carpathian (Ublja) byváuu, bývaš, bývať, 
byváieme, byváiete, byváuuť (Broch 1900: 106), with restoration of the thema-
tic vowel in *‑à(e)me, *‑à(e)te on the analogy of *kopà(j)e‑. Kapović’s “most 
important arguments” against Stang’s law (2017: fn. 22) have adequately been 
refuted in the literature (cf. Vermeer 1984, Kortlandt 2011: 37‑39 and 2012b).

Kapović thinks that the long vowel in such cases as Čakavian črnĩna 
‘blackness’, ravnĩca ‘plane’, dvorĩšće ‘courtyard’ contradicts my theory. This 
is again a result of his lack of chronological perspective. Vowel length in deri-
vational suffixes is mostly generalized, e.g. S/Cr. ‑at, ‑av, ‑ica, ‑ina versus ‑ār, 
‑īk, ‑īn, ‑īna (cf. Dybo 1968). Original differences have been preserved e.g. in 
dvòrište (b) ‘yard’ versus blȁtīšte (a) ‘mud‑pit’ and Czech pekař (c) ‘baker’ 
versus rybář (a) ‘fisherman’ (cf. Kortlandt 2011: 266). In compounds, too, Ka-
pović sees “a tendency to generalize the old acute” on non‑acute long vowels 
(2017: 396) without giving an explanation, e.g. in S/Cr. golòbrad ‘barefaced’ 
< *golobràdъ < *golòbrādъ < *golòbordъ and zlòduh ‘evil spirit’ < *zъlodùxъ 
< *zъlòdūxъ. This accentuation is in agreement with Vedic ugrábāhus ‘with 
strong arms’, viśvárūpas ‘omniform’, sahávatsā ‘accompanied by her calf’.

7. Elsewhere I have argued that the long vowel in Czech kůň ‘horse’, stůl 
‘table’, nůž ‘knife’, Slovak kôň, stôl, nôž , also bôb ‘bean’, kôš ‘basket’ (Old 
Czech kóš), kôpor ‘dill’, vôdor ‘hay‑loft’ did not arise phonetically but was 
adopted from the case forms where the accent had been retracted in accordan-
ce with Stang’s law before the loss of weak jers, the shortening of long falling 
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vowels in initial syllables, the loss of distinctive tone, and the fixation of the 
stress on the initial syllable (Kortlandt 2011: 345f., cf. Verweij 1994: 556f.). 
Kapović sticks to the traditional view that Czech ů, Slovak ô is the phonetic re-
flex of *ò in monosyllables (2017: 397), which does not explain the short vowel 
in Czech osm, Slovak osem ‘eight’ < *òsmь. His treatment again lacks a chro-
nological perspective.

 I conclude that in spite of his overwhelming rhetoric, Kapović’s diatribe 
has not produced any new insights but only revealed the paucity of his concep-
tual framework.

 8. The most important result of Stang’s analysis is that the Slavic accent 
patterns must not be derived from inherent tonal properties of their constitu-
ents but, conversely, that the tones must be derived from the accent patterns 
(1957: 179). Stang showed that the acute is characteristic of paradigms with 
fixed stress (a), that the neo‑acute developed from a retraction of the stress in 
paradigm (b), and that the circumflex is characteristic of paradigms with mo-
bile stress between initial and final syllables (c). Dybo has shown that paradi-
gm (b) developed from a paradigm with fixed stress as a result of an accent shi-
ft from a non‑acute vowel to a following syllable (1962, 1968). Since paradi-
gms (a) and (b) are in complementary distribution, they can be identified with 
the Lithuanian accent patterns (1) and (2). The backbone of my own theory is 
the thesis that the Balto‑Slavic acute was a glottal stop which developed from 
the Indo‑European laryngeals and from Winter’s law and is reflected as glotta-
lization in Latvian and Lithuanian, and that the gradual loss of this glottal stop 
accounts for the development of vocalic timbre and quantity distinctions in Sla-
vic. The red thread which runs through these developments is a series of sound 
changes: Hirt’s law (4.1), Winter’s law (4.3), retraction of the stress from final 
open syllables (4.4), loss of the glottal stop in pretonic and post‑posttonic sy-
llables (5.3), loss of the glottal stop in the remaining posttonic syllables (7.13), 
Van Wijk’s law (7.15), contractions in posttonic syllables (8.1), retraction of 
the stress from final jers (8.2), Dybo’s law (8.7), lengthening of short falling 
vowels in monosyllables (8.8), loss of glottalization in stressed syllables (9.2), 
Stang’s law (9.3), shortening of long falling vowels (9.4), lengthening of short 
vowels and retractions of the stress in the daughter languages (10.4‑10.12). 
These phonetic laws were followed by analogical levelings which account for 
the distribution of accent, timbre and quantity in the attested Slavic material.

The Moscow accentological school has abandoned Dybo’s law and Stang’s 
law and returned to the pre‑1957 derivation of accent patterns from reconstruc-
ted tonal properties of their constituents (cf. Hendriks 2003). According to the 
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revised doctrine, “high (dominant) and low (recessive) tones” would “have 
coexisted with the traditional prosodemes (the acute, the circumflex, and the 
neo‑acute – though these can be interpreted in various ways, e.g. as proso-
dic glottalization, lack of phonological stress, and the non‑glottalized stress)” 
(Kapović 2017: fn. 21). Since I have criticized this theoretical framework ear-
lier (1978a, 2011: 75‑86, 135‑146, 241‑243), there is no reason to return to the 
matter here. Attempts to solve classic problems in terms of dominance patterns 
have resulted in complete failure (e.g. Oslon 2011, cf. Kortlandt 2012a). The-
re is simply no viable alternative to the theory of Slavic accentuation that I pro-
posed 45 years ago.
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Nastanak i nestanak vokalskih dužina u slavenskom

Sažetak

Moja opaska da viđenju Mate Kapovića o slavenskoj akcentologiji nedo-
staje kronološka perspektiva izazvala je burnu reakciju. Ovdje se ograničujem 
na pet tema koje mu je očigledno bilo najteže uzeti u obzir: prednaglasnu duži-
nu, genitiv množine, duljenje jednosložnih riječi, dužinu u srednjim slogovima 
i dužinu u češkim jednosložnicama. Unatoč svojoj snažnoj retorici Kapovićeva 
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dijatriba nije donijela nov uvid, nego je samo pokazala slabost njegova koncep-
tualnog okvira. Nema održive  alternative teoriji slavenske akcentuacije koju 
sam predložio prije 45 godina.

Ključne riječi: akcentuacija, vokalska dužina, slavenski
Keywords: accentuation, vowel length, Slavic




